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Abstract: Meibomitis is an ocular disease which leads to a dysfunction of the meibomian glands.
This ophthalmologic disease may cause severe pain and obvious vision loss. The therapeutic protocol
used in the treatment of this pathology consists in local and systemic antibiotic therapy. The results
obtained using this approach are scarce and, in many cases, result in adverse events. In this study, we
propose an alternative and original approach using TECAR therapy in the treatments of meibomitis
disease. The endogenous heat produced by the TECAR device produced beneficial effects from
both a histological and anatomical point of view. Different parameters (TBUT, interferometry, tear
meniscus height, meibography and OCTA) were evaluated before the TECAR treatments, immediately
afterwards, and 15 days after the end of the treatments. The obtained results suggest a new possible
use of TECAR therapy on ophthalmological patients, opening an innovative scenario in a non-invasive
manner.

Keywords: meibomitis; TECAR therapy; dry eye

1. Introduction

Meibomitis is an ocular disorder that causes inflammation of the eyelid edge in
correspondence with the meibomian glands [1].

This condition is accompanied by a dysfunction of the meibomian glands with an
unstable tear film, shortened tear film breakup time (TBUT) and superficial punctuate
keratopathy [2]. The meibomian glands are responsible for the secretion of some important
lipid substances present in tears.

The dysfunction of the meibomian glands implies a pathological unicum with other
structures of the eye.

Indeed, meibomitis is strongly related to ocular surface inflammation, such as corneal
cellular infiltrates and neovascularization, superficial punctate keratopathy (SPK), and
conjunctivitis [3]. Moreover, it is difficult to differentiate SPK caused by dry eye from that
caused by meibomitis. Meibomian gland inflammation, “meibomitis,” is associated with
ocular surface inflammatory diseases; for these reasons, “these diseases are poorly defined
clinically, making effective treatment difficult” [4,5]. In the literature, there is no univocal
therapeutic protocol for this condition; usually, meibomitis disease is treated by using local
and systemic antibiotic therapy [6,7]. The results of this approach are insufficient to draw
any meaningful conclusions on the use of oral antibiotics for chronic blepharitis; on the
other hand, some studies suggest that oral antibiotics may improve clinical signs but also
cause more adverse events [8]. Other approach strategies have been employed, such as
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exogenous heating through warm applications on the eyeball—the mechanical toilet of
the glandular region—and pulsed light therapy [9–12]. Nevertheless, new versatile and
fast alternatives for accurate therapeutical approaches are needed [13]. In this context, the
use of short waves with resistive-capacitive energy transfer (TECAR) in the integrated
treatment of pathologies of ophthalmological interest can play an original role [14–16]. This
therapeutic strategy is based on the ability to produce endogenous heat with consequent
beneficial effects from both a histological and anatomical point of view [17].

The produced heat is endogenous and, unlike physical means with the production of
exogenous heat (for example, Infrared therapy), it does not induce ab extrinsic heating of
the treated structures with the consequent risk of burns and/or tissue damage [18].

The mechanism that leads to the production of deep tissue hyperthermia is constituted
by a flow of electric charges generated by the passage of non-ionizing electromagnetic short
waves [19]. This flow is generated between two poles (one active—in “capacitive” and/or
“resistive” mode—and one passive), which are placed around the area to be treated [20].

To our knowledge, no studies are currently available on TECAR therapy and ophthal-
mological diseases.

The aim of this study was to evaluate whether the application of TECAR on the eye
of patients affected by meibomitis disease can produce positive effects both in terms of
subjective symptoms and in terms of anatomical tissue evidence. In addition, the vascular
flow of the optic nerve of the subjects recruited for the therapy was evaluated, in order to
provide clinicians with valuable information to be translated in terms of the improvement
of visual acuity. The reliability of the proposed innovative methodology was evaluated by
conducting a statistical analysis using the Anderson–Darling test and the one-way ANOVA.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Ethical Approval

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved
by the Institutional Review Board of Tedesco’s ophthalmic outpatients clinic (18 November
2021 protocol number 18113), where the patients were enrolled before participating in this
study. Informed consent was obtained from all the subjects after an explanation of the
nature and possible consequences of the study.

2.2. Clinical Data

In the present study, 15 patients (8 male (72.62 ± 7.25) and 7 female (75.86 ± 6.09))
were enrolled according to the following inclusion criteria:

• All non-responders to administered therapies (i.e., pulsed light);
• Bilateral disease history of at least 3 years;
• All with an equal degree of alteration in both eyes;
• Meibography of a value not less than 1;
• TBUT from 1 to 5 s;
• Lacrimal meniscus height greater than 0.20 mm;
• Interferometry less than 50 (it goes up to 100);
• Jenvis report 30 (it ranges from 1 to 100);
• ANGIO TC SCAN (OCTA) of optic nerve head.

The same patient was enrolled in the group containing the sick subjects undergoing
TECAR therapy (Group 1), as well as in the control group (Group 2). One of the patient’s
eyes was treated using a TECAR device, and the sham treatment was performed in the
fellow eye. For each group, two weekly treatments, for a total of 10 treatments, were carried
out. After the end of the ten treatments, the first patient follow-up visit was conducted,
representing the T1 session; 15 days after the end of the TECAR treatments, the second
follow-up visit was conducted, representing the T2 session. The T0 session is represented
by the evaluation of the parameters, detailed in Table 1 and reevaluated during T1 and T2
sessions, before the treatments. In the following sub-sections, the description of the TECAR
and placebo treatments is better detailed.
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Table 1. Outcomes used for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the cure.

Outcome Description

Meibography a decrease in the scale values indicates an improvement
TBUT an increase in values indicates improvement

Interferometry an increase in values indicates improvement
Tear meniscus height an increase in values indicates improvement

OCTA an increase in values indicates increase and improvement in optic nerve flow

2.3. TECAR Treatment (Group 1)

All treatments were performed by dedicated equipment using the C400 Tecarterapia
(CAPENERGY manufacturer).

The device can automatically identify the optimal tissue impedance and set the best
frequency to be used (from three different frequencies); this last choice depends on the
impedance signal. TECAR therapy was conducted by placing the negative electrode
under the patient’s cervical dorsal region and the positive electrode in capacitive mode by
massaging the eyeball (with a closed eye) and the periorbital area (Figure 1).
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Each treatment had a duration of 5 min, and the used power, displayed on the device
and related to temperature, was maintained at 45% (treatment in athermia) for the first
four minutes; in the last minute of treatment, 60% of power was reached in terms of the
endogenous heat produced.

After each treatment, the patient was asked if he felt any disturbances or discomfort.

2.4. PLACEBO Treatment (Group 2)

The sham treatment was performed immediately after finishing the session described
in Section 2.3. in the eye treated with TECAR.

The TECAR capacitive electrode maintained heat energy in contact with the un-treated
eyeball, even if, for the sham treatment, the machine was not started and was kept on
“STAND BY” mode for the entire 5 min of the “SHAM” session. In this manner, no electric
charge flowed through in the tissues causing heat.

Also in this case, after each treatment, the patient was asked if he felt any disturbances
or discomfort.

Different outcomes were used to evaluate the advantages of the proposed methodology,
and these are summarized in Table 1.

Meibomian glands were analyzed according to the degree of loss on the Jenvis grad-
ing scale: 1 for a loss under 33%, 2 for a loss between 33 and 66% and 3 for a greater
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loss. The Jenvis grading scale includes the analysis of the following parameters: infrared
meibography, TBUT, interferometry and the tear meniscus height.

Infrared meibography appears to be a valuable clinical test in the diagnoses of dry eye
and meibomian gland dysfunction [21,22]. We used a four-point scale for the quantification
of meibomian gland loss, with scores of 0–3 corresponding to the absence of partial glands,
<25% partial glands, 25–75% partial glands and >75% partial glands, respectively.

The TBUT is a key indicator of tear stability and one of the simplest clinical tests
for diagnosing tear dysfunction syndrome. Interferometry of the tear film is used to
evaluate and study the lipid layer and its formation and distribution in the eye, providing
extremely detailed images of the tear. The procedure is non-invasive and takes less than
five minutes [23]. TBUT images were acquired by using the OCULUS Keratograph 5 M
device (Oculus, Arlington, WA, USA).

Tear meniscus height was qualitatively analyzed based on its height, assuming a
value of 1 as very high (≥0.35 mm); 2 as normal (0.20–0.35 mm); 3 as slightly reduced
(0.15–0.20 mm); and 4 as low (≤0.15 mm) [12].

In addition, OCTA was performed to evaluate the radial pericapillary capillary (RPC)
vessel density and retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL). OCTA represents a non-invasive
imaging technique which can be used to provide a three-dimensional visualization of the
perfused vasculature of the retina and choroid [24,25]. It not only analyzes the intensity of
the reflected light, but also the temporal changes of the OCT signal [26]. OCTA also allows
the automated measurement of tissue thickness (useful for monitoring the evolution of
diseases over time) and cornea, analyzing structural alterations and identifying the depth
of lesions.

It represents a hard outcome because from the direct vision of the tissues a numerical
score is obtained, which expresses a certain degree of alteration. In this sense, it represents
both a qualitative and a quantitative examination. In this study, OCTA images were
obtained by using the DRI OCT Triton device (Topcon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). The
built-in software was used to evaluate the RPC densities, the analysis of the optical nerve
head (ONH) and the RNFL thickness. In particular, the RPC density analysis included the
densities analysis of the whole-body image, inside the optic disc area and the peripapillary
area; the ONH analysis included the evaluation of the disc area, of the rim area and the
cup-to-disc ratio.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis was performed using MATLAB® R2017a (MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA).

First, we tested the assumption of normality of distribution for each dataset by using
the Anderson–Darling test (MATLAB function adtest). As for sixteen of the twenty tested
datasets (five for each of the four variables analyzed), the Anderson–Darling test resulted
in a p-value < 0.05, so we decided to use non-parametric tests for the subsequent analyses.

To test if the datasets from the different sessions and with different treatments (with
and without TECAR) belonged to the same statistical distribution, a one-way ANOVA with
data grouped for session and treatment was performed (MATLAB function anova1). A
post hoc, multiple comparison with Tukey’s honestly significant difference test (MATLAB
function multcompare) was used.

3. Results

In Figure 2, the TBUT analysis before the TECAR treatment (a) and after the treatment
(b) is reported.
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The colored diagrams on the right of the (a) and (b) figures represent the state of the
tear film. The colored scale, from green to red, indicates the suffering degree of the tear
film, where green denotes no suffering and red indicates high suffering of the tear film.

In Figure 3, the measurement of the meniscus height, before TECAR treatment (a) and
after it (b), is reported.

In Figure 4, the results obtained after the statistical analysis are reported. In Figure 4,
the outcomes used for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the treatment are plotted for
each session.

In Tables 2 and 3, we summarize the results obtained after the statistical analysis.
In addition, in Figure 5 we report the OCTA image before (a) and after the TECAR

treatments (b).
The OCTA technique permits the visualization of structure and blood flow within

the vitreous, retina and choroid, separately. It is also possible to examine the distinct
capillary networks of the retina using this technique. Figure 5a visualizes the vascular
networks (or plexuses) in the retina, showing a pathological alteration. After TECAR
therapy, Figure 5b, we can observe an improvement of the pathological alteration, resulting
in a major vascularization and in an improvement of vessel density. In particular, we
observed no significant difference in RNFL thickness before and after the TECAR treatments.
On the other hand, the RPC densities analysis showed large differences between the
two groups. After the TECAR treatments, the whole-body image density increased by
approximately 8%, the inside optic disc area density increased by approximately 23% and
the peripapillary area density increased by approximately 5%. No significant difference
was found related to the ONH analysis.
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After the end of the treatments, the patients did not show any symptoms of discomfort.
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Table 2. Comparisons of T1 and T2 datasets with T0 session for both Group 1 and 2. First row:
mean ± SD; second row: p-value.

Outcome
Group 1 Group 2

T1 T2 T1 T2

Meibography 1.86 ± 0.74
0.93

1.86 ± 0.74
0.93

1.93 ± 0.70
0.99

1.93 ± 0.70
0.99

TBUT 16.64 ± 4.29
<0.001 *

16.86 ± 4.56
<0.001 *

8.00 ± 1.00
0.03 *

8.14 ± 1.36
0.02 *

Interferometry 74.00 ± 23.79
<0.001 *

70.36 ± 22.78
<0.001 *

40.79 ± 18.01
0.49

40.07 ± 19.37
0.59

Tear meniscus height 0.30 ± 0.12
<0.001 *

0.27 ± 0.09
<0.001 *

0.67 ± 0.14
0.99

0.68 ± 0.13
0.99

* indicates p-values < 0.05.

Table 3. Comparisons of T1 and T2 datasets for Group 1 and 2 between each other.

Outcome G1 T1 vs. G1
T2

G1 T1 vs. G2
T1

G1 T1 vs. G2
T2

G2 T1 vs. G2
T2

G2 T1 vs. G1
T2

G2 T2 vs. G1
T2

Meibography 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

TBUT 0.99 0.01 * 0.01 * 0.99 0.01 * 0.01 *

Interferometry 0.99 0.03 * 0.02 * 0.99 0.04 * 0.03 *

Tear meniscus height 0.99 <0.001 * <0.001 * 0.99 <0.001 * <0.001 *

* indicates p-values < 0.05.
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identification of retinal capillary plexuses; in the bottom line, the vessel density is shown by the color
maps. The different numbers of the outer ring represent the capillary density of the peripapillary
area.

4. Discussion

In this study, the action of eye stimulation with TECAR was investigated.
This therapeutic methodology represents the most advanced step of thermotherapy

in physical medicine and rehabilitation, using heat as a therapeutic means in terms of
interaction between heat and tissues. The current passage through tissues induces an
increase in tissue temperature, causing vasodilatation; reducing muscle spasms; and in-
creasing pain threshold, cell activity and the elasticity of the connective tissue [27,28]. The
biological effects are attributable not only to the phenomenon of active hyperemia, but also
to bio-stimulation and cellular communication processes inherent in the cellular component
of the treated tissue [29]. The positive effects of the therapy could be attributed to the
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ability of the TECAR therapy technique to stimulate deep tissue through endogenous
heat, evoking anti-inflammatory and regenerative effects [30]. The electromagnetic field
probably affects the kinetics of ionic binding in cellular macromolecules, by modulating the
release of cytokines, driving the immune response toward an anti-inflammatory/reparative
profile [31,32]. Currently, TECAR therapy seems to be one of the most beneficial thera-
pies used in recovery [33]; it also has several contraindications that the operator must
consider before starting the treatment. Absolute contraindications of TECAR therapy are
patients with pacemakers, hemorrhagic gastrointestinal ulcers, infusion pumps and electric
cable implants, deep-vein thrombosis, uncontrolled ischemic heart disease and localized
cancerous areas/tumors [34].

Meibomitis is a condition that involves multiple structures of the eye causing a series
of symptoms all related to the same cause. This ophthalmologic disease may cause severe
pain and obvious vision loss, which seriously affect the normal life of patients [35].

After the TECAR treatments, an improvement was demonstrated both in terms of
subjective symptoms and in terms of anatomical tissue evidence.

The statistical analysis highlighted no statistical differences between each of the
datasets for meibography, as shown in Tables 2 and 3, but it is possible to observe a
decrease in the scale values.

On the other hand, for TBUT, both T1 and T2 sessions for Group 1 and Group 2
presented significant different distribution with respect to the T0 dataset; in particular, after
the T1 session, a marked improvement could already be seen. For interferometry and tear
meniscus height, the Kruskal–Wallis test showed a significant difference only for Group 1
datasets (see Table 2). For all these three variables, however, the test highlighted statistical
differences in all comparisons between Group 1 datasets and Group 2 datasets (see Table 3).

The second target of the present study was to evaluate the blood flow in the ophthalmic
nerve. For the objective assessment of disease progression, qualitative and quantitative
analyses were performed using the OCTA technique. After the TECAR treatments, the
OCTA images (Figure 5b) showed an improvement in blood flow and density, probably due
to an improvement of the oxygenation of vessels. The optic nerve showed revascularization
with a greater blood supply guaranteed by the process of active hyperemia, with consequent
better trophism of the optic nerve. The anti-inflammatory effect was also important at the
level of the most superficial part of the eye without highlighting side effects in terms of
burns and damage to the eye itself.

In this study, no side effect was observed in terms of direct damage of the exter-
nal structures of the eye or in the lens of the eye; in fact, the lens represents the most
thermosensitive part of the eye.

Meibomite is a complex process that affects all the noble structures aimed at guaran-
teeing the normal hydration of the eye.

Recent evidence from various research works has shown that intense pulsed light
modifies the mechanism of meibomian gland dysfunction, which helps to relieve the
symptoms of dry eye disease [36–38]. The working principle of the intense pulsed light
is based on selective photo thermolysis, in which thermally mediated radiation damage
is limited to chosen epidermal and dermal pigmented targets at the cellular or tissue
structural levels [39]. The physical principle of this technique is different compared to
TECAR therapy, particularly regarding the interaction with matter. In our opinion, based
on the literature, the combination of TECAR and intense pulsed light techniques may be
ideal for treating eye disorders to accelerate healing and will lead to a better quality of life.

5. Conclusions

It was possible to demonstrate that TECAR therapy treatments can induce improve-
ments in ocular disease; in particular, patients affected by meibomitis disorder showed
positive effects in the symptoms associated with the disease. It is important to underline
that the same patients were refractories to previous local pharmacologic therapies. In
addition, the optical nerve flow also benefited from the TECAR treatments.
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The present study could represent an opportunity to investigate, in future studies, a
rational use of TECAR therapy in the treatment of degenerative conditions of the retina
and the posterior chamber of the eye.

Positive action on the trophism of the nervous side, on the biostimulation of the nerve
(neurotrophic action) and on the microcirculation could represent a rational treatment
mechanism for conditions affecting the most delicate part of the macula.

Finally, in this study, the increase in temperature inside the ocular globe did not show
negative effects on highly heat-sensitive structures such as the lens.

The overall results, which must be confirmed by the study in a larger population,
suggest a new possible use of TECAR therapy on ophthalmological patients, opening an
innovative scenario in a non-invasive manner.
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